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Simon Serrailler is back in the fifth installment of this extremely popular series. Simon Serrailler has just wrapped up a
particularly exhausting and difficult case for SIFT — Special Incident Flying Task force and is on a sabbatical couple of
months on a far-flung Scottish island, Tallansay, walking, drawing, relaxing, and having a pleasant no-ties fling with the
hotel barmaid, Kirsty. He is called back just before his leave is due to end by Paula Devenish the Chief Constable, when
two local prostitutes go missing and are subsequently found strangled. By the time he gets back, another girl has
disappeared. So, a vendetta against prostitutes by someone with a warped mind? A series of killings by an angry punter?
But then the wife of the new Dean of St Michael's Cathedral goes missing, followed by another respectable young
married woman, on her way to the early shift at the print works. Is this all the work of one serial killer? The murders all
take place in and around the canal area, near the footbridge.
An extraordinary account of a nurse's life behind the locked doors of a secure psychiatric ward. Dennis O'Donnell started
work as an orderly in the Intensive Psychiatric Care Unit of a large hospital in Scotland in 2000. In his daily life he
encountered fear, violence and despair but also a considerable amount of care and compassion. Recounting the stories
of the patients he worked with, and those of his colleagues on the ward, here he examines major mental health
conditions, methods of treatment - medication, how religion, sex, wealth, health and drugs can bear influence on mental
health, the prevailing attitudes to psychiatric illness, the authorities, the professionals & society. What emerges is a
document of humanity and humour, a remarkable memoir that sheds light on a world that still remains largely unknown.
'This is a superb study of people whose minds have gone wrong, and the art of caring for them' Evening Standard
Old HauntsA Simon Serrailler Short StoryRandom House
A new Simon Serrailler short story from Susan Hill, throwing Simon into a case like no other: an effigy is hanging in the
woods, and soldiers are on the run from demons in their past Simon Serrailler is awoken into a hazy dawn by the sharp
ringing of his phone. Called out to the scene, he’s told that there’s a body strung up in tranquil Harnham Woods. But on
closer inspection it’s an effigy – a carefully made dummy, stirring in the breeze. Simon knows that this is no practical
joke. It’s a message. The gruesome result of the search will show that he was right. And the trail will lead him into a dark
history of deceit, subterfuge and the damaged lives of soldiers recently returned from Afghanistan. But the question
remains: who has finally got their revenge? If you enjoyed 'Revenge', look out for the tenth Simon Serrailler thriller, The
Benefit of Hindsight in October 2019
Your favourite authors have been gripped by this electric psychological thriller! 'A dark world of emotional complexity and
betrayal, where twist follows twist and nothing is what it seems' ALEX MICHAELIDES 'Exhilarating, addictive, fierce'
BRIDGET COLLINS 'A psychological thriller you can't put down and an antiheroine you won't forget' HARLAN COBEN
'Dark, Gothic, and propulsively readable - past secrets and present discoveries entangle in an intricately crafted
conclusion' RUTH WARE 'Engrossing, cunning, sharp, sinister . . . kept me enthralled till the final pages' CHRIS
WHITAKER 'A clever chess game of repressed fears, power struggles, secrets and lies' LUCY ATKINS 'A complex,
chilling mystery full of shifting truths and dark corners where the unburied past lies in wait' TAMMY COHEN 'A dark and
richly enjoyable novel that already feels like a classic' ELLY GRIFFITHS 'Irresistibly readable, dark and brilliant with a
masterful emotional punch' CATRIONA WARD * * * * * Now I'm in charge, the gates are my gates. The rules are my
rules. It's an incendiary moment for St Oswald's school. For the first time in its history, a headmistress is in power, the
gates opening to girls. Rebecca Buckfast has spilled blood to reach this position. Barely forty, she is just starting to reap
the harvest of her ambition. As the new regime takes on the old guard, the ground shifts. And with it, the remains of a
body are discovered. But Rebecca is here to make her mark. She'll bury the past so deep it will evade even her own
memory, just like she has done before. After all... You can't keep a good woman down. * * * * * Praise for Joanne Harris's
other books set in the St Oswald's world - which all read as standalone thrillers: 'A masterpiece of misdirection' Val
McDermid 'Delivers an almighty twist . . . brilliantly atmospheric ' The Times 'Crime novel or literary novel? Categories
really don't matter; readers will find themselves comprehensively gripped' Independent '[A] gripping psychological thriller .
. . Harris is one of our most accomplished novelists' Daily Express 'Marvellously mischievous' Good Housekeeping 'A
classic whodunnit with the characters carefully crafted and the tension at a knife edge' Sunday Express '[A] delicious
black comedy' Daily Mail
One of The Washington Post's 10 Best Thrillers and Mysteries of the Year One of Publishers Weekly's Best Books of the
Year One of Real Simple's Best Books of the Year Now in paperback, a disturbing and addictive novel of domestic
suspense from an internationally bestselling author, where secrets kept hidden from spouses cause shocking surprises
that hit home... There's nothing unusual about a new family moving in at 91 Trinity Avenue. Except it's her house. And
she didn't sell it. Fiona Lawson is sure there's been a mistake when she comes home to find strangers moving into her
house. She and her estranged husband, Bram, have a modern coparenting arrangement: bird's nest custody, where
each parent spends a few nights a week with their two sons at the prized family home to maintain stability for their
children. But the system built to protect their family ends up putting them in terrible jeopardy. In a domino effect of crimes
and misdemeanors, the nest comes tumbling down. Now Bram has disappeared, and so have Fiona's children. As
events spiral well beyond her control, Fiona will discover just how many lies her husband was weaving and how little they
truly know each other. Bram's not the only one with things to hide, though, and some secrets are best kept to oneself,
safe as houses.
A Scottish journalist is drawn into a world of corruption, terror, and murder in the new novel by “one of crime fiction’s
most eminent writers” (Entertainment Weekly). The year started badly and only got worse—blizzards, strikes, power cuts,
and political unrest were the norm. For investigative journalist Allie Burns, however, someone else’s bad news was the
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unmistakable sound of opportunity knocking, and 1979 is ripe with possibilities. But Allie is a woman in what is still a
man’s world. Desperate to get away from the “women's stories” the Glasgow desk keeps assigning her, she strikes up
an alliance with wannabe investigative journalist Danny Sullivan. From the start, their stories create enemies. First an
international tax fraud, then a potential Scottish terrorist group aiming to cause mayhem ahead of an impending
referendum. And then Danny is found murdered in his flat. For Allie, investigative journalism just got personal. The debut
of an intense new series, 1979 is an atmospheric journey into the past with intriguing insight into the present, from a
Diamond Dagger winner and multiple Edgar Award finalist. “The queen of psychological thrillers.” —Irish Independent
“There are few other crime writers in the same league.” —The Washington Post
Bookseller Laurent Letellier comes across an abandoned handbag on a Parisian street and feels impelled to return it to
its owner. The bag contains no money, phone or contact information. But a small red notebook with handwritten thoughts
and jottings reveals a person that Laurent would very much like to meet. Without even a name to go on, and only a few of
her possessions to help him, how is he to find one woman in a city of millions?
We met the enigmatic and brooding Simon Serrailler in The Various Haunts of Men and got to know him better in The Pure in
Heart and The Risk of Darkness. The Vows of Silence, the fourth crime novel featuring Chief Inspector Serrailler, is perhaps even
more compulsive and convincing than its predecessors. A gunman is terrorizing young women in the cathedral town of Laffterton.
What, if anything, links the apparently random murders? Is the marksman with the rifle the same as the killer with the handgun?
With the complexity and character study that earned raves for The Pure in Heart and the relentless pacing and plot twists of The
Various Haunts of Men, The Vows of Silence is truly the work of a writer at the top of her form.
Serrailler must confront his demons as Lafferton experiences a series of shocking crimes in this 10th book in Susan Hill’s
shattering crime series Susan Hill stuns readers once again in The Benefit of Hindsight, the 10th book in her celebrated mystery
series. Now recuperated after the violent incident that cost him his arm—and nearly his life—DCS Serrailler has returned to work,
though he prefers to spend his spare time sketching the medieval angels being restored on the cathedral roof. With crime rates
down, Lafferton has been quiet, until one night when two men open their front door to a distressing scene. Serrailler makes a
serious error of judgment when handling the incident, and the stress of this, combined with the ongoing trauma of losing his arm,
takes its toll. In the tradition of the fabulous mysteries of Ruth Rendell and P. D. James, The Benefit of Hindsight is Susan Hill’s
best work yet—a chilling new addition to a highly acclaimed series.
One hot summer’s day, an old flame turns up at Lafferton HQ and Simon Serrailler is catapulted back to his days as a fresh-faced
PC in the Met. That long febrile summer in the early 1990s, London was reeling from one IRA bomb warning after another. Sirens.
Blue lights. Tyres screaming. People running. The army called in. And Simon in the thick of it. Until he’s pulled aside and put on a
very different kind of job: his first undercover op awaits. Will the young Simon be able to hold his nerve? Or is he walking into a
trap?
Lafferton is struggling through a bitter winter, with heavy snowfalls paralysing the town, though at least the police can be sure the
ram raiders who have been targeting antique and jewellers' shops will be lying low. The biggest worry the elderly have is how to
keep warm, until 82-year-old Doris Upcott is found strangled in her home, followed by the deaths of 2 other residents of the same
sheltered housing complex. Each time, the murderer has left a unique signature at the crime scene, which should help DCS Simon
Serrailler, desperate to identify him before he kills again. When links are found between these and 3 similar murders elsewhere,
Serrailler is obliged to cross unfamiliar territory in his search for answers.
As the story begins, a lonely woman vanishes while out on her morning run. Then a 22-year-old girl never returns from a walk. An
old man disappears too. When fresh-faced policewoman Freya Graffham is assigned to the case, she runs the risk of getting too
invested--too involved--in the action. Alongside the enigmatic detective Chief Inspector Simon Serrallier, she must unravel the
mystery before events turn too gruesome. Written with intelligence, compassion, and a knowing eye--in the tradition of the
fabulous mysteries of Ruth Rendell and P.D. James--The Various Haunts of Men is an enthralling journey into the heart of a
wonderfully developed town, and into the very mind of a killer.
Welcome to the thrilling and unnervingly prescient world of the slow horses. This team of MI5 agents is united by one common
bond: They've screwed up royally and will do anything to redeem themselves. This special tenth-anniversary deluxe edition of a
modern classic includes a foreword by the author, discussion questions for book clubs, and an exclusive short story featuring the
slow horses. London, England: Slough House is where washed-up MI5 spies go to while away what’s left of their failed careers.
The “slow horses,” as they’re called, have all disgraced themselves in some way to get relegated there. Maybe they botched an
Op so badly they can’t be trusted anymore. Maybe they got in the way of an ambitious colleague and had the rug yanked out from
under them. Maybe they just got too dependent on the bottle—not unusual in this line of work. One thing they have in common,
though, is they want to be back in the action. And most of them would do anything to get there?even if it means having to
collaborate with one another. When a young man is abducted and his kidnappers threaten to broadcast his beheading live on the
Internet, the slow horses see an opportunity to redeem themselves. But is the victim really who he appears to be?
We met Simon Serrailler first in The Various Haunts of Men and got to know him better in The Pure in Heart. Susan Hill's third
crime novel, The Risk of Darkness-perhaps even more compulsive and convincing than its predecessors-explores the crazy grief
of a widowed husband, whose derangement turns into obsession and threats, violence and terror. Meanwhile, handsome,
introverted Simon Serrailler, whose cool reserve has broken the hearts of several women, finds his own heart troubled by the
newest recruit to the Cathedral staff: a feisty female Anglican priest with red hair. The Risk of Darkness is truly the work of a writer
at the top of her form.
"Not all great novelists can write crime fiction but when one like Susan Hill does the result is stunning." —Ruth Rendell A cold case
comes back to life in this sixth book in the highly successful Simon Serrailler detective series "eagerly awaited by all aficionados"
(P.D. James). Freak weather and flash floods all over southern England. Lafferton is under water and a landslide on the Moor has
closed the bypass. As the rain slowly drains away, a shallow grave--and a skeleton--are exposed; 20 years on, the remains of
missing teenager Joanne Lowther have finally been uncovered. The case is re-opened and Simon Serrailler is called in as senior
investigating officer. Joanne, an only child, had been on her way home from a friend's house that night. She was the daughter of a
prominent local businessman, Sir John Lowther. Joanne's mother, unable to cope, killed herself 2 years after Joanne disappeared.
Cold cases are always tough, and in this latest in the acclaimed series from Susan Hill, Serrailler is forced to confront a frustrating,
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distressing and complex situation.
British police officer and single father Max Wolfe returns in international bestseller Tony Parsons' next stunning crime novel
Simon Serrailler finds himself in devastating new territory as a sophisticated drugs' network sets its sights on Lafferton and the surrounding
villages DCS Simon Serrailler has long regarded drugs ops in the Lafferton area as a waste of time. Small-time dealers are picked up outside
the local secondary school, they're given a fine or a suspended and away they go. And rinse and repeat. But when the body of a young drug
addict is found in neighbouring Starly, the case pulls Simon into a whole new way of running drugs. The foot soldiers? Vulnerable local kids
like Brookie and Olivia, who will give Simon a bitter taste of this new landscape. It is a harsh winter at home as well as work. Simon's GP
sister Cat and her husband Kieron are struggling with medical dramas big and small. A trip to Bevham General on her rounds sets off alarm
bells for Dr Cat, and a visit from her son Sam as he tries to work out if his midwifery course is right for him coincides with a threat to their
beloved family dog. Simon is working hard, but he's restless, wondering what next. There's nothing new going on for him in Lafferton, but
sometimes the familiar holds surprises, too . . .
Tess returns home to bury her father but what she finds buried in his attic makes her question everything she thought she knew about the
mild-mannered trucker… PARADISE HILL, WASHINGTON The seemingly idyllic mountain town harbors a dark secret: four young girls have
disappeared over a forty-year period. With no crime scenes, no leads and no suspects, the cases have gone cold. Until today. The remains of
one missing girl are discovered in a burned-out cabin at a remote campsite, reopening the case and suggesting the worst may be true – a
ruthless child killer is operating in Washington State. TESS MCCLINTOCK Crime reporter and amateur cyber-sleuth Tess is obsessed with
the cold cases of missing girls in Washington State. As she works to settle her father's estate, she's shaken to her core when she uncovers
evidence pointing to his involvement. FBI SPECIAL AGENT MICHAEL CARTER On leave after solving a particularly heartbreaking case of
child abduction and murder for the FBI's Violent Crimes Against Children Task Force, Michael is back in Paradise Hill to recover and visit with
family. Despite doctor's orders to stay clear of police work, Michael's drawn back in when Tess asks for his help understanding the secrets
found in her father's attic. A RUTHLESS CHILD KILLER Having escaped justice for decades, he's bored and deliberately stirs the pot,
revealing the body of one of the dead girls. Despite the fact he's hiding in plain sight, no one suspects that he's really a wolf and not the
sheep he pretends to be. He sees Tess and Michael's involvement in the case as a challenge and views Tess as a temptation he can't resist.
AN EIGHTEEN-YEAR OLD COLD CASE For Tess and Michael, the cases are personal: Tess's best friend in public school, Lisa Tate, was
one of the missing girls from Paradise Hill. Michael was babysitting the night little Lisa vanished. The guilt they harbor over their role in her
disappearance drives them both. Desperate for answers, Tess and Michael join forces to track a killer and uncover the secrets Tess finds in
her father's attic. Will the answers bring Tess peace or shatter her? THE GIRL FROM PARADISE HILL is Book One in the McClintock-Carter
Crime Thriller Series. THE GIRL WHO CRIED TOO MUCH is Book Two in the McClintock-Carter Crime Thriller Trilogy. THE ONLY GIRL
LEFT ALIVE is Book Three, the conclusion to the series.
A Bath antiques dealer has disappeared, and detective Peter Diamond has been saddled with the "help" of a hardboiled Philip Marlowe
wannabe private investigator in cracking the case. MWA Grand Master Peter Lovesey's 20th installment in the award-winning series will have
readers laughing from the first page. If there's one thing detective Bath Peter Diamond has no patience for, it's a dumb git trying to get
involved in one of his investigations--for example, a Philip Marlowe-wannabee private investigator like the self-styled Johnny Getz (his card
claims he Getz results). But fate has saddled Diamond with this trial. A Bath antiques dealer, Septimus "Seppy" Hubbard, has disappeared
without a trace, and his daughter, Ruby, has hired Johnny Getz to find him. When a dead body is discovered in Seppy's locked-up store, the
missing persons case becomes a murder investigation, and now Diamond has to collaborate with the insufferable private eye.
Perfect for fans of Agatha Christie's mysteries, the ninth psychological thriller from Sophie Hannah is a literary mystery and a puzzle that's
impossible to solve . . . 'Fiendishly clever' Sunday Express 'Exceptional' Elle Knowing the secret will kill you. All she wanted to do was take
her son's forgotten sports kit to school. So why does Nicki Clements drive past the home of controversial newspaper columnist Damon
Blundy eight times in one day? Blundy has been murdered, and the words 'HE IS NO LESS DEAD' daubed on his wall - in red paint, not
blood. And, though Blundy was killed with a knife, he was not stabbed. Why? Nicki, called in for questioning, doesn't have any of the answers
police are looking for. Nor can she tell them the truth, because although she is not guilty of murder, she is far from innocent. And the words
on the wall are disturbingly familiar to her, if only she could remember where she has heard them before . . .
A novel by Susan Hill.
The idea of Into the Woods is not to supplant works by Aristotle, Lajos Egri, Robert McKee, David Mamet, or any other writers of guides for
screenwriters and playwrights, but to pick up on their cues and take the reader on a historical, philosophical, scientific, and psychological
journey to the heart of all storytelling. In this exciting and wholly original book, John Yorke not only shows that there is truly a unifying shape
to narrative—one that echoes the great fairytale journey into the woods, and one, like any great art, that comes from deep within—he explains
why, too. With examples ranging from The Godfather to True Detective, Mad Men to Macbeth, and fairy tales to Forbrydelsen (The Killing),
Yorke utilizes Shakespearean five-act structure as a key to analyzing all storytelling in all narrative forms, from film and television to theatre
and novel-writing—a big step from the usual three-act approach. Into the Woods: A Five-Act Journey Into Story is destined to sit alongside
David Mamet’s Three Uses of the Knife, Robert McKee’s Story, Syd Field’s Screenplay, and Lajos Egri’s The Art of Dramatic Writing as
one of the most original, useful, and inspiring books ever on dramatic writing.
***Discover your next reading obsession with Alex Gray's bestselling Scottish detective series*** Whether you've read them all or whether this
is your first Lorimer novel, GLASGOW KISS is perfect if you love Ian Rankin, Val McDermid and Ann Cleeves Don't miss the latest thrilling
series instalment - BEFORE THE STORM IS OUT NOW WHAT THEY'RE SAYING ABOUT THE LORIMER SERIES: 'Warm-hearted,
atmospheric' ANN CLEEVES 'Relentless and intriguing' PETER MAY 'Move over Rebus' DAILY MAIL 'Exciting, pacey, authentic' ANGELA
MARSONS 'Superior writing' THE TIMES 'Immensely exciting and atmospheric' ALEXANDER MCCALL SMITH _______________ Eric
Chalmers is one of the most popular teachers at Muirpark Secondary School in Glasgow. Gentle and kind, he is the person the students
come to when they want to confide in someone. So when precocious teenager Julie Donaldson accuses Chalmers of rape, the school goes
into shock. How could a deeply religious family man like Chalmers do anything like that? With some students and teachers supporting Julie,
and others standing by Chalmers, life at Muirpark is far from harmonious. And then things get much worse - Julie Donaldson goes missing,
and the police are called in. For DCI William Lorimer, this is the second missing persons case in a week. He's been having sleepless nights
about a toddler who has been missing for several days - with each day, the likelihood of her being found alive diminishes. Julie's
disappearance adds a further burden to Lorimer's already overstretched workload. With hope fading, it becomes a breakneck race against
time to find both missing girls.
NOW A MAJOR TV DRAMA Late one summer evening, antiquarian bookseller Adam Snow is returning from a client visit when he takes a
wrong turn. He stumbles across a derelict Edwardian house, and compelled by curiosity, approaches the door. Standing before the entrance,
he feels the unmistakable sensation of a small cold hand creeping into his own, 'as if a child had taken hold of it'. At first he is merely puzzled
by the odd incident but then begins to suffer attacks of fear and panic, and is visited by nightmares. He is determined to learn more 'about the
house and its once-magnificent, now overgrown garden but when he does so, he receives further, increasingly sinister, visits from the small
hand.
DC Smith Serrailler is faced with his worst crimes yet, and Lafferton is left reeling. The eighth in the Simon Serrailler crime series. The
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cathedral town of Lafferton seems idyllic, but in many ways it is just like any other place. As part of the same rapidly changing world, it shares
the same hopes and fears, and the same kinds of crime, as any number of towns up and down the land. When one day DC Simon Serrailler
is called in by Lafferton's new Chief Constable, Kieron Bright, he is met by four plainclothes officers. He is asked to take the lead role in a
complex, potentially dangerous undercover operation and must leave town immediately, without telling anyone -- not even his girlfriend
Rachel, who has only just moved in with him. Meanwhile, Simon's sister Cat is facing difficult choices at work that will test her dedication to
the NHS. But an urgent call about her and Simon's father, Richard, soon presents her with a far greater challenge much closer to home. To
complete his special op, Simon must inhabit the mind of the worst kind of criminal. As the op unfolds, Lafferton is dragged into the sort of
case every town dreads. And Simon faces the fight of his life.
Simon Serrailler’s story began in The Various Haunts of Men (about a serial killer) and continued with The Pure in Heart (about a kidnapped
schoolboy). Susan Hill is not afraid to tackle difficult issues, nor to face up to the realities of stress in an ordinary English police station. Her
third crime novel, The Risk of Darkness, even more compulsive and convincing, follows up the child abduction and explores the crazy grief of
a widowed husband, a derangement which turns to obsession and threats, violence and terror. Meanwhile, handsome, introverted Simon
Serrailler, whose cool reserve has broken the hearts of several women, finds his own heart troubled by the newest recruit to the Cathedral
staff: a feisty female Anglican priest with red hair… The Risk of Darkness is packed with action and adventure. Like Various Haunts, it hinges
on a terrific twist which comes as a complete surprise to the reader; and like The Pure in Heart, it deals in depth with complex daily problems.
The Brighton police force is on the hunt for another killer, but this time they have some competition--a newly formed all-women's private eye
firm, led by none other than the police chief's wife. Newly minted PI Emma Holmes and her partner Sam Collins are just settling into their
business when they're chosen for a high-profile case: retired music-hall star Verity Malone hires them to find out who poisoned her husband,
a theater impresario. Verity herself has been accused of the crime. The only hitch--the Brighton police are already on the case, putting Emma
in direct competition with her husband, police superintendent Edgar Stephens. Soon Emma realizes that Verity's life intersects closely with
her own--most notably in their mutual connection, Max Mephisto, who has returned to England from America with his children and famous
wife, Hollywood star Lydia Lamont. Lydia, desperately bored in the countryside, catches wind of what Emma and Sam are up to and offers
her services. What secret does Lydia know about Verity's past? The team of female PIs circle closer to the killer, with the Brighton police hot
on their tail. The clues suggest they're looking for a criminal targeting the old music-hall crew. How long will it be before that trail leads
straight back to Max?
Sometimes the past just won't stay buried. DC Gary Goodhew is on a pub crawl when he smells smoke. He rushes to the scene and finds a
raging house fire, too far gone to stop. The blaze leaves two corpses, but a young boy—who was also inside—is now missing. As the
investigation deepens, it becomes clear that the boy's mother, Kimberley, knows much more than she is letting on. With the clock ticking on a
child's life, Goodhew begins to sift through the ruins of Kimberley's past—and uncovers an unsettling picture of deceit, murder, and
accelerating danger. Fans of Deborah Crombie and Elizabeth George will relish this gripping page-turner.
Short fiction that’s “poignant and terrifying by turns”—including a Nebula and World Fantasy Award–winning novella (Publishers Weekly).
Twelve exceptional stories by the multiple award–winning author of Waking the Moon and Black Light prove that Elizabeth Hand is just as
adept with short fiction as she is in the novel form. The title story traces a world-changing summer at a New England artists’ colony for young
Shadowmoon Starlight Rising, who comes to know life, death, and an unbelievable secret about the strange apparitions that dwell in her
community. Other stories include “Snow on Sugar Mountain,” which features a young boy who has the power to shapeshift into any form with
the help of a Native American artifact; “The Bacchae,” in which womankind rules a savage futuristic version of our world; and “The Erl-King,”
where a fairy tale horrifyingly comes true. Each story includes an afterword by the author. This ebook features an illustrated biography of
Elizabeth Hand including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s personal collection.
Kriminalroman. Under opklaringen af tre gamle mænds død en efterårsnat i Yorkshire støder kriminalassistent Pascoe på en række
fællesspor, som tyder på, at hans foresatte, kriminalkommissær Dalziel, er dybt involveret.
'I didn't want you to come here.' So says the note that the boy Edmund Hooper passes to Charles Kingshaw upon his arrival at Warings. But
young Kingshaw and his mother have come to live with Hooper and his father in the ugly, isolated Victorian house for good. To Hooper,
Kingshaw is an intruder, a boy to be subtly persecuted, and Kingshaw finds that even the most ordinary object can be turned by Hooper into a
source of terror. In Hang Wood their roles are briefly reversed, but Kingshaw knows Hooper will never let him be. Kingshaw cannot win, not in
the last resort. He knows it, and so does Hooper. And the worst is still to come. This extraordinary, evocative novel boils over with the terrors
of childhood and won the Somerset Maugham Award. 'Hill's exploration of a juvenile ghoul and his natural prey is a brilliant tour de force'
Guardian

There are so many people in Pakistan who are a source of inspiration and motivation for therest of their fellow citizens.
Most of these people are those who signify their countries onboth global and national level and bring splendor and dignity
to their respective countries.
The second book to feature Scotland Yard investigator Adam Dalgliesh, A Mind To Murder is a “superbly satisfying
mystery” (Chicago Daily News) from bestselling author P.D. James. On the surface, the Steen Psychiatric Clinic is one of
the most reputable institutions in London. But when the administrative head is found dead with a chisel in her heart, that
distinguished facade begins to crumble as the truth emerges. Superintendent Adam Dalgliesh of Scotland Yard is called
in to investigate and quickly finds himself caught in a whirlwind of psychiatry, drugs, and deceit. Now he must analyze the
deep-seated anxieties and thwarted desires of patients and staff alike to determine which of their unresolved conflicts has
resulted in murder and stop a cunning killer before the next blow.
The classic ghost story from the author of The Mist in the Mirror: a chilling tale about a menacing spectre haunting a
small English town. Now a major motion picture starring Daniel Radcliffe. Arthur Kipps is an up-and-coming London
solicitor who is sent to Crythin Gifford—a faraway town in the windswept salt marshes beyond Nine Lives Causeway—to
attend the funeral and settle the affairs of a client, Mrs. Alice Drablow of Eel Marsh House. Mrs. Drablow’s house stands
at the end of the causeway, wreathed in fog and mystery, but Kipps is unaware of the tragic secrets that lie hidden
behind its sheltered windows. The routine business trip he anticipated quickly takes a horrifying turn when he finds
himself haunted by a series of mysterious sounds and images—a rocking chair in a deserted nursery, the eerie sound of a
pony and trap, a child’s scream in the fog, and, most terrifying of all, a ghostly woman dressed all in black.
Psychologically terrifying and deliciously eerie, The Woman in Black is a remarkable thriller of the first rate.
CHILDREN OF THE GODS! Born of the Gods, created to be their champions, their names echo in eternity: Theseus,
Perseus, Hippolyta, Heracles, Helen of Troy and all their half-mortal ilk. But the Age of Heroes is long past, and no more
epics are told of their deeds. Blessed – and cursed – with eternal life, they have walked the Earth for millennia, doing
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their best to fit in among ordinary humans, taking new names and living new lives. And one by one, the demigods are
meeting terrible, bloody ends. Now it’s up to Theseus, comfortably ensconced in New York and making his living as a
crime fiction writer, to investigate the deaths. His search for the culprit draws him back into the lives of his dysfunctional
extended family, and into a world of tragedy and long-held grudges that he thought, and hoped, he’d put behind him.
A chilling, classically-inspired ghost story from Susan Hill, our reigning mistress of spine-tingling fiction. For the last
twenty years Sir James Monmouth has journeyed all over the globe in the footsteps of his hero, the great pioneering
traveler Conrad Vane. In an effort to learn more about Vane’s early life—and his own—Sir James sets off for the remote
Kittiscar Hall on a cold and rainy winter night. But he soon begins to feel as though something is warning him away at
every turn; there are the intense feelings of being watched and the strange apparitions of a sad little boy. And as he
learns more about his hero’s past, he discovers that they are only the beginning, for Kittiscar Hall is hiding terrible secret
that will bind their lives together in ways he could never have imagined.
Susan Hill—the Man Booker Prize nominee and winner of the Whitbread, Somerset Maugham, and John Llewellyn Rhys
awards—returns with a hair-raising new novel, the ninth book in one of the most acclaimed mystery series of our time.
Featuring the enigmatic and brooding chief police inspector Simon Serrailler, this intricate and pulse-pounding series
follows a collection of grisly crimes plaguing the city of Lafferton—and The Comforts of Home is the most chilling and
unputdownable installment yet.In this gripping new thriller, Simon, eager to be back at work after recovering from a nearfatal injury, takes on a cold-case review for the Lafferton police about a girl who disappeared some years before.
Meanwhile, his family adjusts to changes of its own; namely his sister’s marriage to Chief Constable Kieron Bright. But
when events take an unfavorable turn for the Chief Constable and an arsonist goes on a deadly rampage in Lafferton,
Simon’s personal and professional lives intertwine in more complex and devastating ways than ever before.In the
tradition of the fabulous mysteries of Ruth Rendell and P.D. James, The Comforts of Home is Susan Hill’s best work
yet—a heart-pounding new addition to a highly-applauded and “elegant†? (The New York Times) series.
In this beautiful, epic coming-of-age novel, an old tale is rewoven as a stunning YA story by well-known Irish
author/illustrator Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick. I kept clear of Dog Cullen. Till the summer we turned seventeen, the summer
the dolphin came to Carrig Cove . . . Donegal, 1976 When a dolphin takes up residence in Carrig Cove, Emer and her
best friend, Fee, feel like they have an instant connection with it. Then Dog Cullen and his sidekick, Kit, turn up, and the
four friends begin to sneak out at midnight to go down to the beach, daring each other to swim closer and closer to the
creature . . . But the fame and fortune the dolphin brings to their small village builds resentment amongst their neighbours
across the bay, and the summer days get longer and hotter . . . There is something wild and intense in the air. Love feels
fierce, old hatreds fester, and suddenly everything feels worth fighting for.
Second-century Roman Britain is the setting for epic battle, high drama, bravery and romance in these two stories for
young readers. A Circlet of Oak Leaves gradually reveals the mystery behind humble horse-breeder Araco's award for
outstanding bravery, and Eagle's Egg follows the story of Quintus, a young standard-bearer, determined to be promoted
so that he can marry the girl that he loves.
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